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The Malmstolen solution is based on the science of the human physique and the laws 
that govern it. Many of us spend a lot of the day sitting on a chair. Yet the human 
body is built for an active life in an environment governed by the laws of physics, 
with the law of gravity as one of the most important. This has been our launch pad 
for creating Malmstolen chairs.

Malmstolen is a genuine family-owned business with one overriding ambition – to 
create the market’s best ergonomic work chairs. We have been manufacturing work 
chairs at our factory in Hunnebostrand on the west coast of Sweden since 1994. 
We only make work chairs and nothing else. We are completely focused on creating 
the best and most comfortable work chair possible. The internationally patented 
systems that our chairs are based on have been developed on the basis of the way 
the human body works. They  possess features to support every movement and keep 
the upper part of the body naturally upright, while giving the muscles a chance to 
relax. Everything is designed to ensure that people using our chairs feel just as good 
when they leave the chair after a long day at work as they did in the morning.

This catalogue offers a simple explanation of the way our chairs work and the way they 
interact with the human body. If you would like to find out more about physiology, 
ergonomics and biomechanics, please visit our website at malmstolen.com

Yours very sincerely
Arne and Erik Malm

IN A CLASS OF ITS OWN | MALMSTOLEN
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Workplace ergonomics

Research for the future

A good ergonomic office chair is not the whole answer. The chair must be 
used properly to allow all of its ergonomic features to combine to have 
their full effect. We recommend that you start by adjusting your chair 
 according to your height and weight, and by raising or lowering your desk 
to a good working height. If this is not possible, a footrest may help.

We now sit for more hours each day 
than ever before, which is one of the 

major causes of musculoskeletal disorders. 
Ergonomic chairs are now the norm rather 
than the exception. Who would have guessed? 
Malmstolen, of course! We have never seen 
ergonomics as something out of the ordinary. 
It has always been an essential ingredient.

This is why Malmstolen keeps up with 
developments in international research into 
ergonomics and musculoskeletal disorders. 
Key areas include biomechanics, physiology 
and neurophysiology. 

New discoveries affect how work equip-

ment will be designed in future. Designs 
can be improved and finely tuned. Our 
Hunnebostrand factory is standing by to 
implement every new idea – with a highly 
skilled team of people who are passionate 
about their work.

Selected retailers
Good chairs require an expert sales team. 
Our partners and retailers have been carefully 
selected. Their commitment and expertise 
are vital to ensure our customers get chairs 
to suit their specific requirements. All our 
grateful customers who refuse to return chairs 
they have tested are a glowing testament 
to their success.

To adjust your chair correctly, start by 
moving as far back on the seat as pos-

sible. Only then will your hip area and the 
rest of your back get adequate support. 
Let your chair tilt backwards slightly – this 
allows your body to rest more comfortably 
against the chair and your muscles to relax.

Raise your chair to a good working level. 
You should be able to sit leaning against 
the backrest and still be able to reach the 
floor with your feet, without too much 

pressure under your thighs. Move closer 
to your desk so your forearms get good 
support. Release the tilt function to allow 
the chair to follow your slightest movement 
as you work.

At malmstolen.com you will find more in-
formation and detailed instructions on how 
to adjust your chair. There are also films 
that show how by moving your chair you 
can change your working posture without 
needing to make any readjustments.

All workplaces are not the same. So 
Malmstolen is available in several 
different versions and with various 
accessories to function in more spe-
cialized workplaces as well.

A chair for every 
workplace

When Malmstolen was founded in 1994, few people realised the way 
technology would change our lives. The computer was a piece of 
workplace equipment – and few of us imagined that it would soon be 
at the centre of our working lives.

MALMSTOLEN | ERGONOMICS
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SELECT 
YOUR       

COLOUR 
SHADE

Sitting pretty!

Our chairs are pure craftsmanship and we want them to last a long time. So we work with some of 
the best fabric suppliers in Europe. Our favourites have obviously been included in our standard 

price list, but the options are virtually unlimited. Luxuriate in fabrics and colours, and please call to 
ask us if the fabric you want is right for a work chair. We employ some of Sweden’s most talented 
seamstresses and we promise to do our best to ensure your complete satisfaction.

You can create two-tone chairs by combining fabrics or choosing contrasting deco-
rative seams to design a chair with a bit more attitude. Have you or your architect 
chosen a non-standard fabric? No worries! As we sew our own chairs, we can be 
as flexible as you need us to be.

DESIGN AND ENVIRONMENT | MALMSTOLEN
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In all work environments, season after season

MALMSTOLEN |  WORK ENVIRONMENTS
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Precision work requires a chair that follows your natural movements.

Its five different series mean you can be sure 
that Malmstolen suits every conceivable working  

environment. You could opt for the timeless design 
of Classic, the high functionality of the Premium 
series or an attention-grabbing Executive chair. If you 
are often on the move, a Flexible chair will provide 
support and seating comfort, while the chairs in the 
Industrial series are adapted for precision work. No 
matter what chair you choose, you will get the best 
possible ergonomics into the bargain.

None of the old rules apply. Workplaces all look very different. Inspiration is allowed free reign in interior design 
today. Old and new are blended together. Stylistically pure or nice and cosy. Strong contrasts or harmonious shapes. 
Nothing is off limits but you can be sure of one thing – Malmstolen looks good in any working environment.



RELAXATION

MOVEMENT

When you are sitting, you run the risk that different parts of your body will tense up. A 
chair which supports and provides the correct pressure relief helps you to relax and you 
will not need to tense muscles to keep yourself upright. Blood circulates more easily in 
relaxed muscles. This results in better nutrient and oxygen exchange in the body. A seat 
which distributes your weight over a larger area also promotes better blood circulation.

Our bodies want to move and in a good chair the body moves naturally when we reach 
for the telephone, move closer to the desk or lean back. By combining support, relief 
and relaxation with movement, blood circulation is stimulated even more.

8|

RELIEF

Sitting down puts pressure mainly on the upper body. Helping your back to keep its 
natural profile reduces this pressure. A backrest that adapts to your body and a seat 
that distributes your body weight over as large an area as possible provide excellent 
pressure relief. It really is that simple.

®

Your chair is your work tool. It should help you to perform your work by 
providing you with support and pressure relief. You should also be able 
to relax and move easily. Malmstolen develops all of its work chairs on 
the basis of these specific criteria. We call it SRRM.

Ergonomics = SRRM

Sitting is not a natural position for the body. Without support the body tends to droop, 
even if we try to remember to sit up straight. Good support keeps the upper body 
naturally upright, your spine automatically assumes the right shape, muscle exertion is 
minimized and pressure on the discs in your back is evened out. But as no two people 
are identical, this kind of support needs to be individually adapted.SUPPORT

MALMSTOLEN | SRRM
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SYSTEM | MALMSTOLEN

RelActive System 
The RealActive System has been improved. Thanks to ZenXit, 
which is a high-tech, ventilating material, in around 95% of cases 
the backrest adapts to the user’s natural back profile, without 
any adjustment necessary. This is supremely comfortable as this 

adaptability gives the body unbeatable support and relief. Complete support and 
good pressure relief make it easier for muscles to relax, which facilitates blood 
circulation. The name “RelActive” is a fusion of Relax and Active. These are two 
very important factors for ergonomic sitting and in this system they have been 
combined to reach an entirely new level.

Malmstolen Systems

Cpod System 
The Cpod System is a patented advancement of the Therapod Sys-
tem, in which the traditional padded backrest is replaced by one 
with an elastic and very durable woven fabric in a shaped frame. 
Its five elastic straps automatically adapt the backrest to suit the 

user, while the tensioning device on the rear of the backrest gives everyone the 
option of easy individual adjustment. The wide backrest provides support and 
pressure relief, while the elastic straps allow muscles to relax and provide support 
for every movement.

International Patent No PCT/CA2006/0004

“

HiActive System 
HiActive is our most recently developed system for sitting higher 
up – a perfect match for vertically adjustable desks. The system 
has been developed on the basis of our SRRM cornerstones – to 
counteract harmful static stresses the chair should allow the user 

unrestricted movement while providing support to relieve pressure and promote 
relaxation. A high, narrow backrest and a centred tilt movement that follows every 
movement also allow the user to sit leaning slightly backwards, providing excellent 
pressure relief and greater options for variation than other sit-stand chairs. The 
design of the saddle seat ensures good pressure distribution between seat bones 
and inner thighs. This is of great importance for this type of sitting.

Therapod System 
The Therapod System, which is the foundation of several of our 
backrests, has an international patent and is protected all over the 
world. Its four elastic straps enable the backrest to automatically 

adapt to the user’s natural back profile. At the same time, the backrest has a 
very large contact surface which provides support and pressure relief. The default 
setting suits 80- 85 % of all users. For anyone with a very deep lumbar region, for 
example, there is the option of adjusting the straps to exactly fit the individual 
back profile and provide maximum pressure relief.

International Patent No PCT/AU91/00487.

“



Sit in the comfort 
you deserve

An easily-adjusted chair, with a generous, elastic and very 
hardwearing backrest. A good ergonomic chair that stands 
out. In conference or boardrooms where important decisions 
are taken. Or in activity-based working environments where 
several people share the same chair. 

ERGONOMICS direct! Adjust the seat and the backrest height as required (Cpod 
Easy), and the work chair will be ready to use. Although the basic fittings will suit 
most people, individual adjustment is easy using the fixtures on the backrest.

The jointed headrest is an accessory that relieves pressure on throat and neck 
muscles. It is perfect if you like to use your stool’s tilt movement and work leaning 
back from time to time. 

Armrests can be pleasant for someone who wants to be able to vary their working 
position. Malmstolen Mode has several different armrests as accessories. All armrests 
are vertically adjustable and easy to fit and remove. ErgoFlex also slides backward 
and forwards, and turns 25° inwards (Cpod).

The nylon chair base (Model Cpod Easy) has a smaller diameter, so that more chairs 
can be placed around a conference table, for example. Cpod has an aluminium 
chair base, polished or black, in a bigger diameter. For ease of movement, you can 
choose castors to suit your workplace floor. Soft castors for hard floors, and hard 
castors for soft floors.

The Cpod System has replaced the traditional padded backrest 
with elastic woven fabric. Find out more on Page 9.

executive

MALMSTOLEN | EXECUTIVE
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Modell Cpod Easy – for people who demand the best
An attention-grabbing chair that provides the ultimate 
comfort and relaxation. The tilt is self adjusting.

CPOD EASY

Yes

Higher, 44-54 cm

Yes

Yes

No

Options / Accessories

MODEL

Castors for hard floors

Gasspring

Pascal by DUX® seat

Jointed headrest 

Armrests

CPOD EASY

Cpod

Syncroglide

11° backw, 4° forw

Approx 41-50 cm

8 positions / ca 10 cm

D:46 cm W:50 cm

H:70 cm W:48 cm

68 cm diameter

MODEL

System

Tilt

Tilt range

Seat height

Backrest setting

Seat

Backrest

Chair base

In its standard design, the chair is equipped
with castors for soft floors, black nylon
chair base and Pascal by DUX® seat.
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Modell Cpod – for people who demand the best
An attention-grabbing chair that provides the 
ultimate comfort and relaxation. The tilt action 
gives you flexible adaptive movements.

CPOD

Yes

Yes

Higher  /  Lower

Yes

Corona/CoronaPlus 
ErgoFlex 
Yes

Options / Accessories

MODEL

Castors for hard floors

Polished chair base

Gasspring

Pascal by DUX®-seat

Armrests 
 
Jointed headrest

CPOD

Cpod

Syncroglide

15° backw, 2° forw

Approx 45-54 cm

6 positions / 8 cm

8 stages / approx 10 cm

D:46 cm W:50 cm

H:70 cm W:48 cm

72 cm diameter

MODEL 

System

Tilt

Tilt range

Seat height

Seat depth setting

Backrest setting

Seat

Backrest

Chair base

In its standard design, the chair is 
equipped with castors for soft floors, 
black-enamelled chair base and Pascal 
by DUX® seat.



EQUIPMENT AND ACCESSORIES |  MALMSTOLEN

tilt stop
All our chairs can be tilted forwards. 
Not everyone likes this function, 
so we have developed a tilt stop 
for Malmstolen 4000 and R4 which 
prevents the chair from tilting further 
than its horizontal position.

headrest
The headrest fills its function when 
you lean back. It relieves pressure on 
your throat and neck muscles. The 
support is vertically adjustable and 
has a two-part design that allows 
you to move the support forwards 
towards your head.

A Cold-foam cushion. B Spiral springs. 
C Spring system.  D Base plate.

A

B

C

D

dux seat
Our Pascal by DUX® seat is part of the 
secret behind our comfortable chairs. 
The greater the contact surface over 
which your weight is distributed, the 
better you will sit. Our Pascal by DUX® 
seat has been developed in coopera-
tion with the Swedish DUX company 
and shapes itself to the user’s body. It 
provides superior weight distribution 
and comfort compared to traditional 
seats. Please visit malmstolen.com to 
find pressure measurements and test 
results for our chairs.

seat with liquicell®

LiquiCell® is a thin gel membrane positioned between the fabric of the seat and the 
cold-foam cushion. The membrane reduces the effect of shear force on the body 
when it wants to slide forwards on the seat. This force is generated naturally when 
the body is angled as it is when we are sitting down. The benefits are particularly 
obvious when you have to sit for long periods. LiquiCell® is a 
registered trademark of LiquiCell Technologies Inc.  A LiquiCell® 
membrane is included as standard in R4 and R7 High, as well 
as our sit-stand High5 chair.

Equipped for everything
Malmstolen can be equipped to function in all workplaces. Choose 
 accessories to suit you and the work you do to ensure your well-being 
and good sitting posture.

castors
Choose castors to suit your workplace floor. Soft castors for hard floors and hard 
castors for soft floors, so that the chair will not roll too freely or too sluggishly. The 
aluminium chair base is available in two versions – polished and black enamelled.

armrests
If your workplace is correctly 
adjusted, your desk is usually 
the best resting place for your 
arms. But armrests can be a 
comfortable option to vary your 
working position.

ergo flex
Armrests that slide backwards and 
forwards and turn 25° inwards 
with a rotation point under the 
elbow. 

corona plus
Slightly longer armrests with a 
rounder design. The pad is mo-
vable forward/backward.

corona
Slightly longer armrests with a 
rounder design. 



MALMSTOLEN | CLASSIC

You require top-of-the-range sitting comfort. You almost 
certainly care as much about function as design and have 
an administrative job where a good sitting posture has 
the highest priority. This chair was made for you. Classic is 
available in three different models, all with medium as well 
as high backrests.

CLASSIC

Classic comfort 
– timeless design

Its four elastic straps enable the backrest to automatically adapt to your natural back 
profile. Your spine receives maximum support and is held naturally upright with minimal 
muscular exertion. This relieves muscles and allows them to relax.

Armrests can be pleasant for someone who wants to be able to vary their working 
position. Malmstolen has several different armrests as accessories. All armrests are 
vertically adjustable and easy to fit and remove. ErgoFlex also slides backward and 
forwards, and turns 25° inwards.

The aluminium chair base is available in two versions – polished and black enamelled. 
To make sure your chair rolls easily, you can also choose castors to suit your workplace 
floor. Soft castors for hard floors and hard castors for soft floors.

The jointed headrest is an accessory that relieves pressure on throat and neck mus-
cles. It is perfect if you prefer to use your chair’s tilt movement and work leaning 
backwards from time to time

The Therapod System shapes the backrest to the user’s  
natural back profile. Find out more on Page 9.

14|
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Model 7000, high back  
– suitable for multiple users
A work chair with syncroglide movement and 
very simple adjustment options. Easy to adjust 
if used by multiple people.

Model 4000, high back  
– just for you
An adaptive chair with a knee-tilt mechanism. 
Adjust it according to your weight and height 
and it will shadow your slightest movement.

Model 6000, high back  
– when you know how you want to sit
A manually adjusted chair with no knee-tilt 
mechanism. Make your adjustments and 
then lock the chair in your preferred position.

Model 4000, medium back  
– just for you
An adaptive chair with a knee-tilt mechanism. 
Adjust it according to your weight and height 
and it will adapt to your slightest movement.

Model 6000, medium back  
– when you know how you want to sit
A manually adjusted chair with no knee-tilt 
mechanism. Make your adjustments and 
then lock the chair in your preferred position.

Model 7000, medium back  
– suitable for multiple users
A work chair with syncroglide movement and 
very simple adjustment options. Easy to adjust 
if used by multiple people.

In its standard design, the chair is equipped with castors for soft floors, black 
enamelled chair base and cold-foam seat.MODEL 4000 7000 6000

System Therapod Therapod Therapod

Tilt Knee-tilt Syncroglide Manual

Tilt range 17° backw, 4° forw 15° backw, 2° forw 6° backw, 4° forw

Seat height Approx. 45 -55 cm Approx. 45- 54 cm Approx. 45- 56 cm

Seat depth setting 6 positions / 8 cm 6 positions / 8 cm 6 positions / 8 cm

Backrest setting Variable / approx. 15 cm Variable / approx. 15 cm Variable / approx. 15 cm

Backrest incline Variable Variable Variable

Seat D:46 cm W:47 cm D:46 cm W:47 cm D:46 cm W:47 cm

Backrest High H:61 cm W:42 cm H:61 cm W:42 cm H:61 cm W:42 cm

Backrest Medium H:49 cm W:42 cm H:49 cm W:42 cm H:49 cm W:42 cm

Chair base 72 cm diameter 72 cm diameter 72 cm diameter

MODEL 4000 7000 6000

Castors for 
Yes Yes Yes

hard floors

Polished base Yes Yes Yes

Gasspring Higher / Lower Higher / Lower Higher / Lower

Pascal by DUX® seat Yes Yes Yes

Jointed headrest
 Yes, with  Yes, with  Yes, with 

 high back high back high back

Tilt stop  Yes No No

Armrest Corona/CoronaPlus Corona/CoronaPlus Corona/CoronaPlus
  ErgoFlex  ErgoFlex ErgoFlex 
Foot ring No  No Yes

options/accessories



Capturing the 
spirit of the age

You understand the significance of sitting comfortably. Ergo-
nomics and functionality are important to you and you want 
the best. You know the value of added extras. And you have 
an instinct for what feels right. The resilient backrest shapes 
itself to your back without any need for adjustments. This 
provides a virtually unbeatable level of comfort, support 
and pressure relief.

The resilient system ZenXit in the backrest suits 95 % of all users without any adjustments 
at all. This ability to adapt means your body gets support and pressure relief, which 
makes it easy for your muscles to relax. The seat for chairs with high back is equipped 
with a LiquiCell® membrane.

The jointed headrest is an accessory that relieves pressure on throat and neck muscles.
It is perfect if you like to use you chairs tilt movement and work leaning back from
time to time.

Armrests can be pleasant for someone who wants to be able to vary their working posi-
tion. Malmstolen has several different armrests as accessories. All armrests are vertically 
adjustable and easy to fit and remove. ErgoFlex also slides backward and forwards, and 
turns 25° inwards.

The aluminium chair base is available in two versions – polished and black enamelled.
To make sure your chair rolls easily, you can also 
choose wheels to suit your workplace floor. Soft 
wheels for hard floors and hard wheels for soft floors.

MALMSTOLEN | PREMIUM
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Model R7 – a chair for circulation
With its easy adjustments, R7 is ideal for 
workplaces where several people use the 
same chair. The Syncroglide tilt movements 
stimulate blood circulation in the torso.

Modell R7 – medium back – a chair for circulation
With its easy adjustments, R7 is ideal for 
workplaces where several people use the same 
chair, i.e in activity based work environments. 
The Syncroglide tilt movements stimulate 
blood circulation in the torso.

Model R4 – for balanced work
The self-shaping backrest and the kneetilt 
mechanism combine to provide a chair in 
perfect balance that supports every move-
ment you make.

Model R4 – medium back – for balanced work
The self-shaping backrest and the kneetilt 
mechanism combine to provide a chair in 
perfect balance that supports every move-
ment you make.

options/accessories

In its standard design, the chair is equipped with castors for 
soft floors, black enamelled chair base and cold-foam seat. For 
chairs with high back LiquiCell®membram is included in the seat.

MODEL R4 R7

System RelActive RelActive

Tilt Knee-tilt mechanism Syncroglide 

Tilt range 17° backw, 4° forw  15° backw, 2° forw 

Seat height Approx. 45- 55 cm Approx. 45-54 cm

Seat depth setting 6 positions / 8 cm 6 positions / 8 cm

Backrest setting 8 stages / approx. 10 cm  8 stages/approx. 10 cm

Backrest incline Variable Variable

Seat D:46 cm W:47 cm D:46 cm W:47 cm

Backrest H:61 cm W:42 cm H:61 cm W:42 cm

Chair Base 72 cm diameter 72 cm diameter

MODEL R4 R7

Castors for  
hard floors 

Yes Yes

Polished chair base Yes Yes

Gasspring Higher / Lower Lower

Pascal by DUX® seat Yes Yes

Jointed headrest Yes,  Yes,
 with high back with high back

Tilt stop  Yes No

Armrest Corona/CoronaPlus   Corona/CoronaPlus
 ErgoFlex     ErgoFlex



For qualified  
working time

Your work is demanding and you demand a lot from your work 
equipment. Precision, durability and exact adjustments mean 
you can concentrate on your work without the distraction of 
sitting uncomfortably. Just leave everything to the chair. If your 
work is susceptible to static electricity, your chair can be ESD 
adapted with special upholstery and zinc ESD castors.

industrial

MALMSTOLEN | INDUSTRIAL
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esd adaptation

ESD stands for Electro Static Discharge. 
Malmstolen models 4000, 7000 and the 
manually-adjusted 6000 can be ordered 
ESD adapted with special upholstery and 
zinc ESD castors.

counter chair

An ordinary counter chair is unsuitable for 
certain specialized tasks. Counter chairs 
have an extended gasspring and foot 
ring to ensure comfortable working with 
microscopes or at high worktops. With 
different gassprings, Malmstolen Model 
6000 can achieve a seat height of between 
52 and 86 cm.

52-86 cm

24h chair

Work is carried out around the clock at 
certain workplaces. This places stringent 
demands on durability. Malmstolen models 
4000, 7000, R4, R7 and Cpod are certi-
fied by SP Technical Research Institute of 
Sweden for 24-hour use.



The picture shows Model 6000 equipped 
as a worktop chair with extended  
gasspring and foot ring.

|19

The picture shows Model 4000 reinforced as 
a 24-hour chair with leather reinforcements 
as an optional extra.

The picture shows Model 6000 ESD adapted 
with special ESD upholstery and zinc ESD 
castors to protect against static electricity.



flexible
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Always on the go

Flexible workplaces demand flexible work chairs. You want to 
sit ergonomically correctly at your vertically adjustable desk and 
move around quickly and easily when you need to. This series 
has solutions designed for activity-based working environments. 

ERGONOMICS direct! Adjust the seat and the backrest height as required on the 
Malmstolen R2 and the work chair will be ready to use. You will intuitively sit on the 
chair correctly, right from the start. The tilt is self adjusting.

The jointed headrest is an accessory that relieves pressure on throat and neck 
muscles. It is perfect if you like to use your stool’s tilt movement and work leaning 
back from time to time.

The saddle seat of High5 optimizes weight distribution between your seat bones and 
inner thighs. The seat also offers several different ways of sitting: on the edge of the 
seat for temporary support and rest, or far back on the seat for maximum support 
and relaxation. The seat is equipped with a LiquiCell® membrane. The high, narrow 
backrest gives good support and freedom of movement.

The aluminium chair base (Model High5) is available in two versions – polished and 
black enamelled. The nylon chair base (Model R2) has a smaller diameter, so that 
more chairs can be placed around a conference table, for example. To make sure 
your chair rolls easily, you can also choose castors to suit your workplace floor. Soft 
castors for hard floors and hard castors for soft floors.

MALMSTOLEN | FLEXIBLE



Model R2 – perfekt for when several person share the same chair
A chair that is extremely easy to adjust, with very good ergo-
nomics and comfort. The ZenXit module built into the backrest 
ensures optimum support and weight distribution.

FLEXIBLE |  MALMSTOLEN
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R2

Yes

Higher, 44-54 cm

Yes

Yes, with high back

No

Options /  Accessories

MODEL 

Castors for hard floors

Gasspring

Pascal by DUX® seat

Jointed headrest

Armrests

R2

RelActive

Syncroglide

11° backw/4° forw

Approx 41-50 cm

8 positions / 10 cm

D: 46 cm W: 47 cm

H: 61 cm W: 42 cm

H: 49 cm W: 41 cm

68 cm diameter

MODEL 

System

Tilt

Tilt range

Seat height

Backrest setting

Seat

Backrest - High

Backrest - Medium

Chair base

In its standard design, the chair is equipped
with castors for soft floors, black nylon
chair base and cold-foam seat with LiquiCell® 
membrane.
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Model High5 
– high up on your list if you can’t sit still
A sit-stand chair with a dual role as a tem-
porary perch when you’re on the move, or a 
comfortable resting place for longer periods.

MODEL  HIGH5

System HiActive

Tilt Centered tilt

Tilt range 10° backw

Seat height Approx. 58 -79 cm

Seat depth setting 6 positions / 8 cm

Backrest setting 8 stages/approx. 10 cm

Backrest incline Variable 

Seat D:40 cm W:42 cm

Backrest H:61 cm W:38 cm

Chair Base 72 cm diameter

Options / Accessories

Model HIGH5

Castors for hard floors Yes

Polished base Yes

Gasspring  Lower

Pascal by DUX® seat No

Jointed headrest Yes 

Armrest No

In its standard design, the chair is equipped 
with castors for soft floors, black-enamelled 
chair base and cold-foam seat with LiquiCell® 
membrane.
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TEST IT |  MALMSTOLEN

WE ONLY GET 2 OUT OF 10  
BORROWED CHAIRS BACK...

Quality
Find out more about our quality 
work by visiting malmstolen.com

Borrow and test
Visit malmstolen.com
for more information!

It’s your turn to test 
Malmstolen!
Honesty is the best policy. No chair will suit everyone. But our chairs 
suit most people. 77 % of users who test different chairs in their 
actual working environment opt for Malmstolen. This statistic makes 
us understandably proud. And after all, our chair was made to be 
used in your daily working environment. 
 
looking good in the shop
Many chairs are attractive. Fun design details are eye catching and most work 
chairs seem comfortable when you test them in the shop. But the way your body 
will feel after spending a few days in the chair is hard to predict by sitting for a 
short while or reviewing its functions. Only time and reality will tell. 

test in place
You need to test a work chair in your workplace. You will soon notice if it is right 
for you. Does it provide the support your body needs? Does the chair relieve pres-
sure on your lumbar region and muscles? Are you sitting comfortably and relaxed? 
Does the chair move in harmony with your movements so you are moving naturally 
and not just changing position because you are uncomfortable? If you can answer 
yes to these questions, you have found the right chair!

borrow and let your body decide
Please contact us or your retailer and you will receive a chair to test at your work-
place. We help you to adjust it so that it suits you and show you how to use all 
the functions. Generous? Perhaps, but we can afford to be. We are 77 % sure you 
will want to keep our chair.

NO

RDIC ECOLABEL
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MALMSTOLEN | TILLVERKNING
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At Malmstolen, every detail is important. 
The fabrics are carefully selected and each seam is checked 

for best performance. The upholsterers give each chair the 
right finish. The same care is lavished on every single detail. 
This will be evident when you sit on a Malmstolen chair.

Every day, in every way, getting better and better
We are firmly convinced genuine craftsmanship can be 
combined with modern efficiency. 
Malmstolen has been working with LEAN Production for 
several years, which involves gradually removing production 
elements that are not creating customer value. 

This work involves all our employees. The creativity of our 
craftsmen is put to good use as we gradually streamline 
our manufacturing and reduce resource consumption. This 
allows us to manu facture ergonomic work chairs with 
minimal wastefulness. This saves the environment, costs 
and human effort.
 
Developing together is an integral part of our work. It con-
stantly improves us and makes us more efficient.

We never compromise
We have made up our minds. We will not compromise 
on quality. And we will not compromise on our scientific 
foundation. We let others make basic office chairs. We only 
manufacture chairs with the ergonomic quality essential for 
modern working life. 

You can rest assured that the comfort of the chair you select 
is not a passing phase – it will continue to give you support, 
relief, relaxation and unrestricted movement for many years 
to come. The performance and quality of every detail has 
been inspected several times before the chair reaches you.

We take responsibility for you sitting comfortably
Your work chair must be hard-wearing for all your every-
day movement. It should withstand daily wear and tear. 
A Malmstolen chair will do this. Each part is tested and 
selected to ensure you sit comfortably in your chair for 
many years. This is why we give you a 10-year warranty on 
your ergonomic work chair from Malmstolen and a 5-year 
warranty on your work chair for 24-hour use.

Most things can be done quickly. 
The best things take a while longer.
Making a good ergonomic work chair requires professional expertise as well as craftsmanship. 
And perhaps even more importantly: it requires dedication. Malmstolen’s cutters, seamstresses, 
upholsterers and installers are all highly dedicated. Pride in their work and job satisfaction infuse 
the air at Malmstolen’s factory in Hunnebostrand, Sweden. This is evident in the entire process 
from rough sketch to packaging the finished chair.

CRAFTMANSHIP |  MALMSTOLEN
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The purpose of Nordic Ecolabelling and the Möbelfakta label is to help consumers to choose the best pro-
ducts in the market, in environmental and quality terms. The vision is a sustainable society, with ecolabelling 
contributing to sustainable consumption, to which high quality is directly related. For companies, the Nordic 
Ecolabel and the Möbelfakta label are proof of working actively for a sustainable environment, from several 
aspects that help both individual people and our planet.

Nordic Ecolabel criteria for furniture
The Nordic Ecolabel is the Nordic region’s leading ecolabel for furniture and furnishings, and is the only 
independent environmental label. Nordic Ecolabelled furniture fulfils stringent environmental requirements 
of materials such as wood, metal, upholstery, plastic, and the chemicals and manufacturing processes used. 
Approved products have some of the lowest environmental impacts in the market. 

Möbelfakta
The Möbelfakta label stands for Quality, the Environment and Social Responsibility. Our chairs’ quality and 
safety are tested according to the current EN1335 European standard. Our Malmstolen 4000, 7000, R4, R7 
and Cpod models are also tested and approved according to the toughest test of them all, which concerns 
use around the clock. Since Malmstolen is Nordic Ecolabelled, this entails automatic environmental approval. 
We consider it natural to be a socially responsible company. These standards adhere to the the UN’s ”Code 
of Conduct” concerning human rights.

Ongoing environmental and quality activities
Malmstolen AB holds environmental certification in accordance with ISO 14001-
2004, which means that we work continuously to reduce our environmental 
impact. We also hold ISO 9001-2008 certification, for continuous improvement 
of the quality of our processes. Our work in these areas will never be com-
pleted, since this requires our constant effort and attention.

Malmstolen and the enviroment
It is impossible to care so much about the way people feel without 
caring about the environment too. Therefore our full product range is 
environmentally certified according to the new, stricter criteria of the 
Nordic Ecolabel. High quality comes with durability. Our entire range 
also carries the Möbelfakta label, which stands for Quality, the Envi-
ronment and Social Responsibility. We are very proud of this.

MALMSTOLEN | THE ENVIROMENT
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About Malmstolen AB

Malmstolen is a genuine family-owned business with one overriding ambition – to create 

the market’s best ergonomic workplace chairs. All product development starts out on 

the basis of the human body. A Malmstolen chair is a work tool to prevent and alleviate 

musculoskeletal injuries. The goal is to humanize working life with tools designed for 

people and their work situation and not the other way round.
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Malmstolen AB, Strandvägen 19, SE 444 31 Stenungsund, Sweden Tel: +46 (0)303 812 15, info@malmstolen.com, malmstolen.com

NO

RDIC ECOLABEL


